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David Edwards – Senior Art Director

Passionate about all things Creative
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Skills Overview

/ 00-01 /  Art direction and ideation
/ 00-02 / Creative strategy
/ 00-03 / Branding
/ 00-04 / Advertising
/ 00-05 / Print and Digital
/ 00-06 / Project Management
/ 00-07 / Mentoring and Upskilling
/ 00-08 / Adobe Creative Suite

The London Clinic is the UK’s largest independent private hospital, with a leading 
digestive health unit, recognised by The Royal College of Physicians, and featuring  
some of the best experts and facilities available. 

Call 020 8108 9624 or visit thelondonclinic.co.uk/mos

Does Stomach Pain Rule Your Life?
RAILWEEK
BRAND GUIDELINES

Copyright ©2015 RAILWEEK
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1.  The Brand: Basic Elements

34 RailweekLogo
Creation

Brand Guidelines
2021

My name is David Edwards and I am an art director who is passionate about all things creative whether 

it’s graphic design, branding, direct mail, advertising or creativity across all mediums. I believe in 

creating memorable experiences and bringing a fresh approach to thinking and design. If you like 

what you see, please get in touch on 0493 758 968 or email davidedwards6.de@gmail.com
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Newcastle Knights Vs Tigers
Instagram Day Game Graphic 
Proposed static and animated Instagram ad  
concept for The Wests Group Australia.

Key Skills: Concept and ideation, design,  
animation (After Effects), retouching.

Knights
Tigers

View CV
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Newcastle Knights Vs Tigers
Instagram Day Game Graphic 

Initial scamps and research prior to work on animation.

David Edwards
Mob: 049 3758 968

davidedwards6.de@gmail.com

David Edwards
Mob: 049 3758 968

davidedwards6.de@gmail.comIncrease Visual Impact and Get More Clicks

•  Animated content has a higher chance of going viral 
According to Target-Video.com, video ads on Instagram generate three times as much user engagement.

•  Grab viewers’ attention 
A study by Microsoft revealed that humans have an attention span of eight seconds. More importantly, human attention 
decreases by 88 percent every year. It means that when your audience is online, they must look at the content rather than scan 
it. They are more likely to move on to the next thing if it is not interesting. Motion graphics are more informational and engaging.

•  Create visual impact 
The benefit of animation and video is that it brings life to static graphic designs and easily conveys information about your brand. 
The latest statistics show that people retain 95% of a message when they watch a video compared to 10% when they read it in text.

•  Increase social engagement 
People prefer videos to still photos and are more likely to share Instagram reels with their friends. The latest research supports 
this, too, and according to Twitter, tweets with GIF files see 55% more engagement than those without.

According to an article from The Motley Fool, Facebook videos receive 135% more organic engagement 
than photos. With Facebook video ads, not only do they perform better, but this platform seems to prefer 
them. It comes as no surprise that video ads have a 30% higher audience reach than image ads.

View CV
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Player Profile - Knights
Proposed static graphic focussing on individual 
player Stats.

Key Skills: Concept and ideation, design.
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Challenge
To create a promotion for the hit TV series, The Contender - Australia 
(FOXTEL/FOX8) to run multi-channel. A range of media used to 
communicate the new series of The Contender to hit Australian 
satellite TV. The branding from the US version was shared and 
adapted for the Australian audience. 

Solution
Bus shelter posters, animated screens for digital venuelites (right) 
installed in stores and as part of a national TV promotion, along with 
beer coasters and traditional advertising. 

The creative won a Gold Promax Award - Best Integrated 
Campaign category.

The Contender | TV Series, Promotion & Digital 
FOXTEL/FOX8

THE CONTENDER
THE CONTENDER
THE CONTENDER
THE CONTENDER

View CV
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PROMOTING A NEW ONLINE SERVICE

Challenge
The London Clinic is a leading private hospital in London that offers a range of 
services to both UK and international patients. Promoting a range of services to 
new and existing patients, GPs and specialists through press advertising, is an 
important part of their brand activation.

Solution
A sub-brand needed to be created to represent the new service. It was decided
upon to use The London Clinic typeface to reference the main logo. I added the
expanding ‘waves’ to represent communication and connectivity.

I decided to extend the concept of “Health Expertise Anywhere” to literally put 
a home/abode on the moon – as remote a place as possible – to humorously 
reinforce the message that as long as a patient has internet connection, they can 
use the service and speak directly to a doctor. Wherever they may be.

Sports Injury Press Ads 
THE LONDON CLINIC 

Sometimes an injury can just be bad luck! If you are suffering pain or injury, The London Clinic gives fast access to leading, 
expert physiotherapists who can determine the best course of action and get you back in the saddle. We are the UK’s largest 
independent private hospital with some of the UK’s best medical experts, facilities and services available in Central London.

To find out how we can help you with your pain or injury, call +44 (0)20 8108 9630  
or visit thelondonclinic.co.uk

PAIN OR SPORTS INJURY?
BAD LUCK 

LUCKY YOU 
WE ARE 

EXPERTS IN 
PHYSIOTHERAPY

One Too Many Miles? 
Help your patients get back on track quicker after a sports injury

Our expert sports physicians and therapies team treat and manage a range of injuries caused by overuse such as 
ankle sprains, ligament and muscle damage. Patients are offered biomechanical assessments using the latest 
technologies and facilities which are not widely available. We aim to resolve injuries with non-invasive procedures 
including ultrasound guided injections and Biodex rehabilitation systems for a quicker and smoother recovery.

To help your patients get back into exercise after injury, advise them to call us 
on 020 8712 9989 or visit thelondonclinic.co.uk/sport-injury

View CV
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THE
LONDON
CLINICPROMOTING A NEW ONLINE SERVICE

 Premium Healthcare. Wherever You May Be*

Connect to our new digital healthcare service from the comfort of your home 

Call +44 (0)208 108 9628 or visit thelondonclinic.co.uk

Connect is the latest offering from our world-leading hospital. It’s a secure digital healthcare service and 
growing community of top doctors whom patients can access for video consultations from anywhere in 
the world. So our patients can have complete peace of mind when it comes to their healthcare plan and 
personalised support to make the right choices based on their unique needs.

*Internet capability required.

Challenge
The London Clinic is a leading private hospital in London that offers a range of 
services to both UK and international patients. Promoting a range of services to 
new and existing patients, GPs and specialists through press advertising, is an 
important part of their brand activation.

Solution
A sub-brand needed to be created to represent the new service. It was decided
upon to use The London Clinic typeface to reference the main logo. I added the
expanding ‘waves’ to represent communication and connectivity.

I decided to extend the concept of “Health Expertise Anywhere” to literally put 
a home/abode on the moon – as remote a place as possible – to humorously 
reinforce the message that as long as a patient has internet connection, they can 
use the service and speak directly to a doctor. Wherever they may be.

Live Chat With a Doctor Online 
THE LONDON CLINIC – PRESS ADVERTISING

View CV
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THE
LONDON
CLINICRAISING AWARENESS OF DIGESTIVE HEALTH SERVICES

Challenge
The London Clinic wanted to raise awareness of it’s digestive health services and
position as a leader in the London private market. The aim was to generate calls to
the Call Centre and increase appointments for their consultants. The London Clinic
sees itself as a leader for advice on digestive issues.

Solution
Recognising that digestive issues and stomach complaints (even minor ones) have at
some point affected most people. This ad catches attention and encourages people to
read further. “Does Stomach Pain Rule Your Life?”, focuses on a recognisable image of
a roll of toilet paper and stomach pills, arranged to reflect a face in obvious discomfort.
It is emotionally lead and aims to resonate with the target audience, with a little bit of
added humour.
Printed over a number of weeks in The Mail on Sunday, in various healthcare
magazines and websites, it proved an effective and cost-efficient campaign.

Digestive Health Services 
THE LONDON CLINIC – PRESS ADVERTISING

The London Clinic is the UK’s largest independent private hospital, with a leading 
digestive health unit, recognised by The Royal College of Physicians, and featuring  
some of the best experts and facilities available. 

Call 020 8108 9624 or visit thelondonclinic.co.uk/mos

Does Stomach Pain Rule Your Life?
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Challenge
The London Clinic wanted to promote their self-pay service where patients are given
immediate access to specialist treatments. The premise of this strategy is that the 
public system is struggling with patient waiting lists and The London Clinic offers 
expert careimmediately and easily with just one phone call.

Solution
It was important to have a simple concept that reflected the simplicity and ease of 
the service being promoted. Prospective patients can all relate to worry in the face of
illness or injury, which is largely fed by the desire to get better quickly and return to 
their normal lives. I chose a visual metaphor for this: a chewed pen lid (representing 
worry) and alleviating the added concern of waiting.

Immediate Access to Specialist Treatment 
THE LONDON CLINIC – PRESS ADVERTISING

We Take The Worry Out Of Waiting

We offer immediate access to specialist treatments with 0% finance option to help spread the costs.
For more details or to book an appointment with one of our world-renowned specialists,  
please call 020 8108 9626 or visit thelondonclinic.co.uk/SP-Clinician4
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THE
LONDON
CLINICIMMEDIATE ACCESS TO SPECIALIST TREATMENT
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Challenge
BT wanted a business directory website to help people quickly and easily find 
businesses, anywhere in the UK and was keen to develop engaging features that 
encouraged multiple return visits to the site. They needed a concept that would 
energise the online business directory proposition, which also had room to grow and 
evolve in the future.

Solution
For BT Exchanges to succeed, we felt it needed to be more than just a typical online 
directory. We recognised that BT Directories already provide powerful searches, but 
we wanted to extend the concept of the directory and give people plenty of reasons 
to come back to the site again and again.

I put together a core team, which included user research experts, user experience architects, 
senior designers, project managers, business analysts and producers, who all worked 
closely with senior members of BT to deliver the project within a tight timeframe.

Online Phone Directory | Experiential 
BT GROUP (FORMALLY BRITISH TELECOM)

THE PHONE BOOK
BT

EXPERIENTIAL USER INTERFACE DESIGN USER EXPERIENCE

View CV
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Challenge
London R&B is a music company specialising in R&B music promotion and live 
events in the London area. The company is looking to develop a music app that not 
only serves as a platform to sell and advertise music gigs but also enhances the 
overall user experience. In addition to the app, London R&B is seeking a new logo 
and branding to establish a strong and memorable visual identity.

Solution
The target audience includes music enthusiasts, concert-goers, and R&B fans.  
The app caters to users of all ages who seek a seamless and enjoyable experience 
when discovering and attending music events. 

Competitor Analysis: Competitors in the music app and event promotion space, were 
anaylised such as Songkick and Spotify, with a focus on user interface, user experience, 
and branding. Identify opportunities for differentiation and innovation.

Creating the Music App: Wireframes and user flow diagrams were produced together 
with High-fidelity UI designs. I produced a working app prototype in Figma, with a starting 
screen animation, key screen UI designs and checkout screens.

Logo and Branding: London R&B wanted the branding to evoke a sense of excitement, 
vibrancy, and a deep connection to the R&B music genre and the music scene in London. 
Colour palette and typography recommendations were also created and a pattern guide.

Music Event | App Design 
LONDON R&B

View CV
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Challenge
To create a teaser email and microsite in anticipation for a new range of MINIs.

Solution
We looked at creating a bit of drama and intrigue though an email campaign as 
a strategy to drive people online to view the new with the new range of MINIs. 
Potential buyers and existing customers who were listed on the database would 
be emailed to be the first to see the new MINIs.

Using the established MINI guidelines, we based the concept of jokingly keeping 
the new range of MINIs a secret whilst making out that the viewer is privileged to 
be included in the big reveal. We applied the concept to the email campaign and 
microsite whilst featuring videos and specifications of the three new models.

Email Campaign and Microsite 
MINI

MINI
MINI
MINI
MINI
MINI

MINI
MINI
MINI
MINI
MINI
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Solution
Once the view clicked through the first page, they were presented with a movie 
(within the red box) as the MINIs driving around a virtual black circuit.

From here the viewer would be able to design his/her own MINI with bespoke 
accessories or place an order.

Promotional Microsite 
MINI

MINI
MINI
MINI
MINI
MINI

MINI
MINI
MINI
MINI
MINI
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Challenge
Whilst at M&C Saatchi (LIDA), I was tasked to create a pricelist for MINI using the 
established brand guidelines and display the technical information in a clear and 
appealing way. The pricelist was to offer the prospect buyer add-on options to build 
a MINI with specifications which are tailored to their needs.

Solution
We came up with the concept: “The MINI Menu – For a MINI that’s made to order” 
which references an order for a take-away meal, to inject a bit of fun and quirkiness 
to the brochure. 

The MINI Menu – Pricelist 
MINI

MINI
MINI
MINI
MINI
MINI
MINI

MINI
MINI
MINI
MINI
MINI
MINI
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Challenge
Every year, The London Clinic is required to produce a Quality Report, 
which is part of the Care Quality Commission. Inside are details about 
various patient surveys, monies earned and spent as well as new 
investments and purchases to make the hospital more competitive. 
In 2022, The London Clinic changed its logo, typefaces and overall 
branding. I was tasked to create a new, vibrant Quality Report to showcase 
the new branding and direction.

Solution
I wanted to give people a reason to pick up the new report and be 
wowed by the new branding. The colours were more vibrant and 
with the introduction of new styled-icons I was able to push the new 
direction, which received positive feedback and endorsements by the 
board of directors.

Company Quality Report 
THE LONDON CLINIC
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Challenge
At M&C Saatchi (LIDA) we were invited to pitch for direct mail for Vodafone. The brief 
was to communicate an offer to existing customers, for them to be able to add extra 
friends and family for a small monthly fee.

Solution
The strategy was to highlight the benefits of increasing their circle of friends (regularly 
used phone numbers) and start saving instantly. The idea was about connecting and 
joining together a circle of friends and family and be rewarded. To reflect the fun, social  
nature of forming friends, knitting and weaving friendships into a fabric became the 
memorable and quirky application to convey this.

Direct Mail Pitch 
VODAFONE
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VODAFONE PITCH
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Challenge
The brief was to create a recruitment campaign to attract a specific kind of talented 
person for employment positions at Virgin Mobile. It was important to underline that 
Virgin Mobile, as a company are proud to challenge the status quo and want to attract 
new blood, who also feel they do things differently.

Solution
This advert centres around the idea of going against the grain and moving away from 
‘the herd’. The white footsteps move away from the over-trodden ground towards the 
Virgin Mobile Logo. As they traverse across the page, the prints emulate somersaults 
and walking on hands, to reflect an ideal candidate with difference and flair. 

At Virgin Mobile, we love the little things that make you, well… you. In fact, we love 

everything about you. We love the way you love life and are bursting with unique 

ideas and natural energy. We love the way you think for yourself and have the 

confidence to deviate from the herd. 

Virgin Mobile is known for doing things differently. We believe in putting the fun 

back into work and have attracted some of the most talented people around. 

Virgin people like to challenge the status quo, think for themselves and aren’t 

afraid to go against the grain. 

Sound like someone you know?

Check out the careers section at virginmobile.com.au

0710803

 Individuals
 Welcome*

*Sheep need not apply

Employers Choice – Press Advert 
VIRGIN MOBILE

ARE
YOU
WITH
US
OR
NOT
?
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Challenge
Whilst I was brand Guardian for TGI Friday’s at More Creative (now Pablo), I was 
tasked with coming up with the creative direction for items such as OOHJ advertising. 
TGI Fridays were opening a new restaurant in Poole. 

Solution
To achieve cut-through, I lead with the question, “Hungry for More?” rather than just 
stating, “New Store Opening”, with an image of a waitress holding an unrealistic 
number of tasty and popular dishes. The image was art directed reflecting the theme 
of fun and excitment that you would expect during a meal out at TGI Fridays.

CASE STUDY

OOH Advertising - New Store 
TGI Fridays
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Professional Titles  Art Director/Creative Lead/Senior Designer/Integrated/Digital Designer/UI Design

Skills  Print: Branding, advertising, creative design, point of sale, direct mail, campaign. 
  Digital: Web Design, User Interface Design (UI) and User Experience Design (UX). 
   Soft Skills:  Creativity, versatility, digital and print experience (integrated), team management, 

mentoring, conceptual, pioneering, problem-solving, leadership experience, 
client-facing, strategic, can-do-attitude.

Personal Website   chimera-design.com

Linkedin Profile   david-edwards-creative

Email  david@chimera-design.com

Mobile Number  0493 758 968

Experience  International (United Kingdom & Australia)

Employment  Founder/Creative Director at Chimera Design, UK (01/06/12 - Present)
  Mazda, Mitsubishi, Volvo, The London Clinic, Opus Nebula, NHS
   Experience working across multiple sectors, delivering design and marketing solutions for 

point of sale, events, advertising, online advertising. Initiating and building successful client 
relationships, managing the accounts, creative direction, design and copy writing for both print 
and digital projects.

  Creative Director at GEON, Sydney, Australia (10/02/10 - 25/11/11)
  Volkswagen, Sunbeam, Kmart Tyre & Auto, Chanel
   Appointed as the creative lead for the design studio, mentoring designers and freelancers, 

directing photoshoots, art directing and writing headline copy, being heavily involved with 
prospect clients, pitches and working closely with new business managers, responsible for the 
overall creative output of the studio, initiating campaigns and strategies, drawing up concepts 
and rationale documents for client approval, learning and developing skills in project and  
account management.

  Art Director at Dynamix, Sydney, Australia (28/02/08 - 09/12/09)
  FOXTEL, Virgin Mobile
   Lead senior art director/brand guardian primarily on the FOXTEL account conceptualising 

and creating campaigns for store refreshes (posters, POS, and animation for TV) as well 
as direct mail campaigns and press ads; directing/managing projects and designers; art 
directing; in-house self-promotional items.

  Freelance Art Director and Senior Designer at various Design & Advertising Agencies 
  Sydney, Australia (20/11/07 - 27/02/08)
  Optus, Microsoft
    Working in new environments under often tight deadlines or often starting midway through a 

project. The ability of learning new brand guidelines ‘on the spot’, adhering to new company 
processes and resolving creative issues. Being able to work as part of a team independently.

Curriculum Vitae

O1
CURRICULUM VITAE: DAVID EDWARDS

Employment  Freelance Senior Designer at JWT (RMG Connect), London, UK (14/05/07 - 01/11/07)
  Sky TV
   Picking up midway through a project, learning new personalisation software (XMPie) with tight 

deadlines in a fast-paced environment. Attention to detail.

  Freelance Senior Designer at M&C Saatchi (LIDA), London, UK (01/11/06 - 10/05/07)
  Vodafone, Mini, British Airways, NatWest
   Learning about a broad selection of global brands and working within a creative agency to meet 

high standards and expectations. Importance and emphasis of outstanding design and attention 
to detail with a focus on typography. Importance of versatility – to be able to jump on or off projects 
at any given time and to see a job through to completion whilst maintaining high standards.

   Freelance Integrated Designer at Various Design and Advertising Agencies, London, UK 
(02/05/05 - 01/11/06)

  HSBC, TGI Fridays, RWP Audio, Renault
   Experience in both print and web based projects (integrated), responsibilities as ‘brand guardian’ 

for longer term contracts (TGI Fridays); having a ‘can-do’ attitude on challenging projects.

   Senior Designer/Art Director at S2 Creative Solutions Ltd. London, UK  
(01/05/02 - 01/05/05)

  Fujifilm, Sony, ‘What Digital Camera’ Magazine
   My role initially as a mid-weight designer moving to a more senior position involved the 

art direction of photoshoots for the covers of magazines (involving talent and product). 
Gaining valuable experience as a brand guardian for Fujifilm.

   Freelance at Various Design/Advertising (Print & Digital) Agencies London, UK 
(01/05/01 - 30/04/02)

   Broadening my knowledge of studio working practices and widening my knowledge of brands, 
target audiences and design styles. Designing and implementing marketing strategies for print 
campaign work and experience in major branding projects including user-centred design.

  Web Designer at Concept! (Part of JWT), London, UK (15/06/99 - 01/05/01)
  John Brown Publishing, Royal Bank of Scotland, Advantage Europe
   After graduating and working in print, an opportunity to work in the web environment introduced 

me to interactive design and new software including Flash and Dreamweaver. Learning how to 
produce front-end design for websites, splash pages, banner ads and animated gifs within a marketing 
environment, learing about strategy and information architecture.

O2
CURRICULUM VITAE: DAVID EDWARDS

Background  A strong background in all things creative, I have always placed emphasis on creativity and 
innovation. I regard myself as an integrated creative and strategic art director with experience 
in both digital (UI/UX) and traditional (print) environments. My passion for improving user 
experience, hand’s-on design skills combining aesthetics, strategy, research and creativity has 
allowed me to develop a diverse skill set that encompasses art direction, branding, advertising, 
and user interface/experience design. Alongside agency experience in both London and 
Sydney, Australia I have senior experience at boutique design agencies for a wide variety of 
sectors within both B2B and B2C environments. I’ve innovated for retail, fintech, automotive, 
charity, TV and media. Previous roles, include leading and mentoring creative teams, pushing 
creative standards, brand guardianship, building on client relationships, pitches and being the 
creative lead for specific accounts. 

  As a senior creative, I have worked in roles including as Creative Director, Art Director and 
Senior Designer within digital and traditional agencies. I have vast experience in creating and 
originating concepts, developing strategic creative solutions, pitch work, brand guardianship, 
building on client relationships, mentoring creative teams and pushing creative standards. I have 
a solid and varied work history including at leading agencies such as M&C Saatchi (LIDA) and 
JWT (RMG Connect) as well as freelancing in both London and Sydney, Australia. 

  More recently, I have founded and headed a creative agency that works alongside marketing 
teams, where I have won pitches, consulted and built and maintained relationships with clients 
including The London Clinic, Opus Nebula and Mazda clients. I have helped push and extend 
their reach though branding, advertising and creative design through traditional or digital media. 
My previous positions allowed me to creatively lead on major accounts such as FOXTEL, 
Volkswagen, Mini, Virgin Mobile and TGI Fridays.

Commendations  Runner-up for the Australian Creative “MINI Creative Challenge”. 
  Gold at PromaxBDA for The Contender – FOX8 – Australia, best integrated campaign category.

Software Skills  Figma, Adobe Suite: Photoshop, Illustrator, InDesign, Animate, Acrobat, After Effects. 
Working knowledge of html, Adobe XD, Microsoft Word, PowerPoint, Excel and iMovie.

Qualifications Certificate in Figma (Advanced), UI/UX Design (BYOL) – Merit 
 Certificate in Figma (Essentials), UI/UX Design (BYOL) – Merit 
 Completion of 1st Module of Certificate IV in Lean Management 
 B.A Degree: Visual Communication Design 
 Foundation Course: Art and Design 
 A Levels: Art and Design, Politics 
 A.S Levels: Art and Design, Theology

Interests + Hobbies  I have a keen interest in keeping abreast of all sorts of creative media and design trends 
(Creative Pool, Mobin, Awwwards, medium.com), learning and keeping up-to-date with skills 
(currently studying a Figma Advanced course), an interest in the theatre and movies, general health 
and fitness, reading (currently reading, “The Creative Act” by Rick Rubin).
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View CV

Click here  
to print CV

mailto:davidedwards6.de%40gmail.com?subject=
mailto:davidedwards6.de%40gmail.com?subject=
https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fi/z41w4as56t31cuv45left/DEdwards_CV_AD_2024.pdf?rlkey=52swbgobuqhn7zycvsmo80tqu&dl=0


Previous experience as Brand Guardian

chimera-design.com
t: 02 4963 6785   |   m: 0493 758 968   |   e: davidedwards6.de@gmail.com

http://www.chimera-design.com


Thank You
For Your Time

Fancy a Chat?

chimera-design.com
t: 02 4963 6785   |   m: 0493 758 968   |   e: davidedwards6.de@gmail.com
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